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Introduction 

 The evolution of the guitar is paved with a for-
midable number of innovative ideas – some better 
than others. This is especially true of the Roman-
tic era. I was puzzled when I first encountered Vien-
nese guitars that had neither the proportions of any 
standard guitar, nor the size of a typical terz guitar; 
and even more so when I realised that there was a 
French counterpart to these instruments. It dawned 
on me that these instruments were too many to be 
dismissed as a random phenomenon. But although 
there was bound to be an idea behind the proposi-
tion, I couldn’t really make out what it might be. 
and to this day these instruments are often left aside 
for being somewhat smallish, or, in the context of 
growing interest in terz guitars, hastily affiliated to 
those. 

as we will see, there are quite a few parallels between 
the “guitar à la Sagrini”, which this paper will intro-
duce, and the so-called “Legnani-model”.1 The later 
being the result of one of the best known collabora-
tions between a guitar player, Luigi Legnani, and a 
guitar maker, Johann Georg Stauffer. although the 
specifics of their joint venture remain unknown, it 
appears that the Stauffers,  father and son, built instru-
ments which met Legnani’s requirements, while the 
use of his name would benefit both parties. 

But the most significant aspect of this matter is that 
the model in question was picked up and adapted 
by many other makers, some of which even copied 
the promotional headline “after the model of Luigi 
Legnani”.2 While this was quite a singular event in 
19th century guitar-making, there are a some parallels 
here with the guitar à la Sagrini.
 

In Search of Sagrini

 
  Like the Legnani-model, the guitar à la Sagrini 
establishes a connection between one particular player 
and an important number of guitars built by several 
makers. Until now, a guitar of the type was considered 
to be a terz guitar (which is reductive), a Legnani-
model (which is inaccurate), or even a “Guadagnini-
model” (which is wrong). While Legnani-model 
and terz guitar were nearly exclusive to the austrian 
Empire and some neighbouring regions, the guitar à 
la Sagrini was totally exclusive to the North of France, 
Belgium and England.
But first things first: a couple of years ago, publisher 
and researcher Robert Coldwell was contacted by 
Bernard Lewis from England. Mr. Lewis submitted 
the idea of researching the widely forgotten guitar 
virtuoso Louis “Luigi” Perret Sagrini (c.1809-1874) 
[fig. 1]. Since Mr. Coldwell already had a vivid inter-
est in Sagrini’s music, the proposition came in handy. 
The result of their collaboration is In Search of Sagrini, 
a detailed biography of the virtuoso which was pub-
lished earlier this year.3 
To get a sense of the popularity Sagrini enjoyed in 
his day, it is useful to read what his contemporaries 
wrote about him. One example among many others 
was issued in the Paris music journal “Le Ménéstrel” 
on 6 april 1834:

“One should not be surprised at the lower rank 
the guitar holds within the arts, nor that Sagrini, 
Huerta, Saur [sic] and Legnani, despite their 
remarkable talents, have never been able to stake 
a claim for larger recognition in the musical 
world.” 4 

n Opposite page: Portrait of Luigi Sagrini engraved by William Walther 
after a drawing by Johannes Notz. Published by Johanning & What-
more, London 1830. Courtesy of New York Public Library.



Fig.1
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While this quote conveys the usual disdain for the 
guitar that period papers are full of, the selection of 
emblematic virtuosos is remarkable. as is the fact that 
Sagrini comes first, despite the fact that two centuries 
later he is the least known among those listed.

It was a guitar [fig. 2] bought and transmitted to him 
by his father which first raised Mr. Lewis’ interest in 
Luigi Sagrini, for the instrument bears a handwritten 
label with the following inscription:

“Guitare à la Sagrini an [or: en] 1825” [fig. 3]

The French phrasing is a bit odd: while it asserts that 
the instrument somehow meets Sagrini’s require-
ments, the meaning of “an [or: en] 1825” is ambigu-
ous. It could mean to say that the creation of a model 
inspired by Sagrini dates back to 1825, but also that 
this particular guitar was built in 1825 (personally, I 
would rather date it from c.1828).

During his researches, Robert Coldwell revealed the 
existence of this instrument to me because he was very 
much intrigued, especially by its label. Even more so 
since he managed to identify the hand-writing as that 
of Luigi’s younger half-brother, Louis “Italo” auguste 
Sagrini (1822-?).5 We can reasonably assume that 
Italo – who like his elder brother played guitar and 
piano – knew perfectly well why he would link this 
specific instrument to his brother’s ideas on the gui-
tar. But then, the fact that Italo was only 3 years old 
in 1825 also proves that the label was put inside the 
guitar years after it was built. Two facts which are cru-
cial to everything that will follow.

and speaking of age: in 1825, Luigi Sagrini would 
have been around 16. He started his career as a per-
forming artist at around 9.6 It is therefore not that sur-
prising that, even at a young age, he would have had 
some ideas of his own on the instrument he played.

Call me by your name

Searching for further references on Sagrini, Robert 
Coldwell came across one of the more obscure guitar 
tutorials of the 19th century, the Méthode Raisonnée de 
Guitare by Tito Seroni, published in Versailles in 1826. 
at that time, Luigi Sagrini and his family had already 
moved to Paris, where they stayed for a couple of years. 
Luigi performed there in public many times and some 
of his compositions were issued by local publishers.7 
While we do not know what was the relationship 
between Sagrini and Seroni, it is quite certain they met. 
and in any case, Seroni was very much influenced by 
the young man from Piémont, as we can gather from 
what he writes in his method [fig. 4]:

“Nota bene: I advise and strongly recommend that 
amateurs use the guitar called ‘à la Sagrini’, or terz 
guitar, named this way because it can be tuned a 
third above standard tuning; this is rendered pos-
sible – without risking the strings breaking – by 
the guitar being of shorter length than others; also, 
with the frets being closer together, positions [sic] 
are made easier, which in turn has a positive effect 
on [the pupil’s] progress. By tuning it to standard 
tuning, one can accompany a singer or play the 
guitar part in an ensemble just as with other gui-
tars. The tonal quality of this instrument all over 
the scale is remarkable, and comes close to that of 
the piano.”

and this is where the plot thickens. While it is easy 
to miss (certainly only few copies of this tutorial were 
printed), this is a tremendously interesting quote. On 
first reading it raises the impression that “guitar[e] à 
la Sagrini” is merely a synonym for terz guitar. and of 
course, a faint possibility that this may be the simple 
explanation to the whole matter remains. 
But then, why did Seroni not just stick to guitare à la 



n anonymous guitar “à la Sagrini” (Mirecourt, c.1825) 
and its handwritten label written by Louis “Italo” auguste 
Sagrini. Courtesy of Bernard Lewis, Shrewsbury. 

n Excerpt from the method Méthode raisonnée de guitare by Tito 
Seroni, Versailles 1826. This method was mentioned in the journal 
“Le Constitutionnel” on 6 October 1826 (iss. n° 279) and adver-
tised in the journal “Le Figaro” on 11 October 1826 (iss. n° 261). 
Courtesy of Musik- och teaterbiblioteket/The Music and Theatre 
Library of Sweden, Stockholm.

Fig.2

Fig.3

Fig.4
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tierce or guitare tierce, as did Carulli, one of the few to 
write music for the instrument in France? 8 also, why 
increase the ambiguity by saying that “it [the guitar à 
la Sagrini] can be tuned a third above standard tun-
ing”? If he was speaking solely about the terz guitar, it 
certainly would have been more accurate to say that it 
is tuned a third above standard tuning. also, consid-
ering that the terz guitar was not remotely as popular 
in France as it was in Vienna,9 how would introduc-
ing a new name for it be helpful? 

Seroni’s praise of the instrument’s advantages seems 
to hint at a special type of guitar, one that would be 
slightly different from the archetypical Viennese terz 
guitar with a vibrating string length of c. 560 mm. For 
he explicitly suggests that one and the same instru-
ment could be tuned either in G (for a supposedly 
better tone), or in E (for playing repertoire pieces in 
the original key). 
Evidently, there are a few things one could object to 
that idea right away, as for example its impracticabil-
ity, especially in a concert situation. also, why not 
just use a capodastro? Because of the range reduc-
tion it induces, maybe, or the absence of open strings 
with their particular tone and sustain? But whatever 
question or objection this might raise, we have to 
acknowledge that Tito Seroni – making himself the 
voice of Sagrini – expresses an idea that is nothing 
less than a paradigm shift: the terz guitar is consid-
ered superior to the one in standard tuning. Once 
you come to that conclusion, none of the above 
objections are relevant. and ultimately, it is a player’s 
choice. 

This being said, even if you prefer the terz guitar, 
playing in E is still indispensable to put flesh on 
the bones of your repertoire. and this is precisely 
the dilemma that somebody – Luigi Sagrini, if we 
choose to believe his brother Italo and his disciple 
Tito Seroni – attempted to solve. But to do so, he 

had to consider not only the instruments’ possibili-
ties and limitations, but also those of the strings.
  

The Gut of the Matter

 
 Imagine Sagrini in Paris around 1825 wanting 
to switch between two different tunings on one and 
the same guitar. Two types of instruments he probably 
had at hand were French guitars in standard tuning 
and Viennese terz guitars; if those were of fairly recent 
make, they had vibrating string lengths of respectively 
c. 630 mm and c. 560 mm. and of course, they were set 
up with gut strings.
Let us focus on the first string. It is the most interest-
ing one in our context, not only because it is a plain 
one, but also because it is most often the one with 
the highest tension. as a matter of fact, there seems 
to be a consensus on this matter among today’s string 
manufacturers. Which is a bit odd, because the first 
string should also be the most expressive one – after 
all, the French did not give it the name “chanterelle” 
for no reason! From this point of view, a more malle-
able string seems preferable over an extra tense one. 
This is especially true for nylon strings, since the mate-
rial is already c. 10% denser than gut. 
But when it comes to gut strings, there were (and are) 
a couple of good reasons to favor a first string that is 
relatively thicker than the others: it makes the string 
more resistent to wear when played with nail, and eas-
ier to pluck when played without. This is why the fol-
lowing demonstration is based on a total string ten-
sion of 27 kg on both guitars (i. e. an average tension 
of 4,5 kg per string), and an individual tension of the 
first string of 5,5 kg.10

a bit of physics: a gut string of 1 m in length will break 
at a tension equalling a frequency of c. 260 hz – what-
ever its diameter.11 This is called the breaking point, a 



notion which musical instrument makers in the past 
were more aware of than today’s, for it was at the very 
heart of the conception of string instruments. Nowa-
days, it is taken for granted that the vibrating string 
length of a standard-size classical guitar lies somewhere 
between 650 and 660 mm and that modern nylon 
strings, even at tensions which the industry refers to as 
“hard” or “extra hard”, will do the job without break-
ing. But under normal circumstances, this was true for 
gut strings, too.
as we are imagining Sagrini tuning his guitars either 
up or down a third, we also have to consider huge var-
iations in concert pitch. Let us settle for one which a 
guitar player in Paris in the 1820s was likely to adopt: 
431 hz.12 The chart below [fig. 5] should help to visu-
alise and compare the different parameters at play. 

Tuning the first string of the guitar in E up will of 
course bring it closer to its breaking point, but even 
tuning it up to G4 will still not make it break. Much 
more problematic is the effect of the total string ten-
sion on the instrument: guitars played around 1825 
had no overlaying fingerboard – and without it, the 
neck-to-body junction was a weak spot. Tuned up to 
G, the total string tension of the guitar in E would 
rise beyond 38 kg and may very well put the instru-
ment in harm’s way! Tuning the guitar in G down to 
E on the other hand is obviously risk-free for both 
strings and instrument. But with an average of 4,5 
kg per string, when tuned down to E, the total string 
tension will fall drastically to below 20 kg. On a 
small-bodied terz guitar, the outcome is utterly dis-
appointing.

   Vibrating  Breaking point  Frequency of   Diam. of 1st string
   string length  frequency   1st string (open)  at a tension of 5,5 kg   

Guitar in E  630 mm  413 hz (260:0,63)  323 hz (E4)   0,55 mm
(at 431 hz)

Guitar in G  560 mm  464 hz (260:0,56)  384 hz (G4)   0,53 mm
(at 431 hz)

Fig.5
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The Guitar à la Sagrini

 The logical conclusion to the problems caused 
by the interactions between vibrating string length, 
tension and pitch, is that an instrument able to accom-
modate alternate tunings had to differ from period 
standards. To design such an instrument, one had to 
find a middle ground: considering period standards 
and local variations thereof, a vibrating string length 
around 595 mm is exactly that.
In a French guitar from c.1825 with one more or 
less fix point (which is the location of the 12th fret), 
a shorter vibrating string length will translate into a 
position of the bridge closer to the soundhole. For the 
sake of agreeable proportions, this induces shortening 
the body. and in order to avoid the effect described 
above of a small-bodied instrument tuned too deep, 
this in turn induces the enlargement of the body. all 
these adjustments result in a body shape adapted to a 
shorter vibrating string length, without compromis-
ing on body volume. This appears to be the concept of 
the guitar à la Sagrini.
Let us briefly review the characteristics of the guitar 
à la Sagrini, and of those three models related to it or 
with which it could be mixed up:

Guitar à la Sagrini:

– vibrating string length typically between 590 and 
600 mm
– tuned alternatively in G or in E
– first appearance in the North of France in 1825 
– in existence in France, Belgium and England 
until c.1835/40

Viennese-School terz guitar: 

– vibrating string length typically between 560 and 
565 mm 

– tuned in G
– first appearance in Vienna around 1813/14 
– in existence in austria and southern Germany 
until the early 20th century

Guitar “after the model of Luigi Legnani”: 

– important variations of the vibrating string length
– both standard guitars in E and terz guitars in G
– first appearance in Vienna around 1821/22
– in existence in austria and Germany until the 
early 20th century, although increasingly rare after 
the decline of Legnani’s fame 
– according to Diabelli the only requirement that 
goes back to Legnani and therefore defines the 
model is the number of frets, which should be at 
least 2213

Viennese-School intermediate-sized guitar [fig. 6]:

– vibrating string length typically between c. 590 
and 605 mm
– (possibly) to be tuned alternatively in G or in E, 
just as the guitar à la Sagrini
– first appearance in Vienna in the mid-1820s (ear-
lier examples could just be terz guitars before 560 
to 564 mm settled as the standard for the type)
– in existence in austria and southern Germany 
until the late 19th century
 

Note that the name of the last category is merely a 
descriptive one – there is no historical reference for 
it. and while it is tempting to refer to an instrument 
of the type as “Viennese guitar à la Sagrini”, there is 
an important risk of creating an anachronism here. 
Because for now, there is no way to ascertain chro-
nology: either the idea of an intermediary instru-
ment surfaced in Vienna and Sagrini got hold of it, 
or he knew the terz guitar and came up with the idea 
to alter it himself (possibly influencing Viennese 



n Juxtaposition of a guitar à la Sagrini by Dominique Roudh-
loff, Mirecourt, c.1828/30 (see pp.24-25) and a Legnani-model 
eight-string guitar by Johann anton Stauffer, Vienna, c. 1837 (see 
Stauffer & Co. - The Viennese Guitar of the 19th Century, pp. 172 -173). 
Photo: E. P. Hofmann. 

n Intermediate-sized guitar by Nikolaus Georg 
Ries, Vienna, c.1830. Vibrating string length: 
595 mm. Courtesy of Brigitte Zaczek, Vienna.  Fig.6

Fig.7
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makers in return). Not to forget that sometimes, an 
idea pops up in different places at the same time.

In any case, some degree of Viennese influence 
in the creation of the guitar à la Sagrini is likely. 
Especially since Sagrini and Luigi Legnani seem 
to have had some esteem for each other. Whether 
or not they actually met we do not know, but they 
issued mutually dedicated compositions: Sagrini 
his Grandes Variations op. 4 dedicated to Legnani, 
and Legnani his Variations Brilliantes op. 9 and 
Pot-Pourri en Caprice op. 32 dedicated to Sagrini. 
Interestingly, the title page of the Variations Bril-
liantes op. 9 even bears mention of the fact that 
these variations “were performed several times in 
concert in Paris by Mr. Sagrini son”.14

While the resemblance between the guitar à la 
Sagrini and the Viennese-School intermediate-
sized guitar is striking, no known period doc-
ument backs up the idea that the later was con-
ceived to accommodate alternate tunings. There 
is no remark similar to that of Seroni to be found 
in any austrian or German method. a fact that 
explains why long before the guitar à la Sagrini 
surfaced, guitars of both types already raised ques-
tions (and were often used as terz guitars). 

also, many of the Viennese-School intermediate-
sized guitars bear labels with the reference to Luigi 
Legnani, for one and the same instrument may fall 
into both categories if it meets the requirements 
of both (many Viennese guitars do). and to make 
things more confusing still, some later guitars by 
anton Stauffer do not bear the reference to Leg-
nani, do not fall into the intermediate-sized cate-
gory... and yet display a strikingly similar design to 
that of the guitar à la Sagrini! [fig. 7]

From Paris to London (via Mirecourt)

 So how does the guitar à la Sagrini relate to 
the virtuoso’s musical activities in Paris, the north of 
France and Belgium over a period of at least 5 years? 
Like many virtuosos of his time Sagrini travelled and 
moved a lot. In doing so, he was bound not only to 
meet colleagues and fellow guitar aficionados from all 
over Europe, but also to learn to know new instru-
ments.
While he was still living in his native town Cham-
béry early concert tours led him to Turin, Neufchâ-
tel and Lyon. In late 1823 or early 1824, he and his 
family moved to Paris. and from 1826 onwards, ever 
more concert reviews testify to him touring the North 
of France. He thus performed in Boulogne-sur-mer, 
Valenciennes, Lille and Douai,15 but also in Belgium 
(namely in Brussels, Ghent and Liège). This intense 
concert activity in the region went on until 1829. Dur-
ing the summer of 1829 he performed in England and 
the whole Sagrini family eventually moved there.16

Unfortunately, there is little known about the 
instrument(s) Sagrini actually played. In one of the 
many laudatory concert reviews – this one from 20 
February 1828 in the paper Petites affiches (which was 
actually quoting another paper, the Mémorial de la 
Scarpe) – the anonymous author wrote the following:
 

“[...] the enchantress [the guitar], even if she was 
made from the wood of the lemon-tree, all shining 
with mother-of-pearl, gold and silver, would run 
great risk of being broken into a thousand pieces 
[...]”17

While the allegorical context of this description does 
not permit to conclude that it is for sure Sagrini’s gui-
tar that is described here, it appears likely. By speaking 
of “lemon-tree”, the author means to say that the back 



n Title page of Variations Brillantes, op. 9 by Luigi Leg-
nani, published by Richault, Paris, c. 1827. It bears 
the interesting mention that the variations in question 
“have been performed in public on several occasions by 
M. Sagrini son”. Courtesy of Robert Coldwell, Dallas.

n Terz guitar by Delannoy, Lille 1833. 
This instrument bears a handwrit-
ten label with the sequential number 
320. Vibrating string length: 557 mm. 
Courtesy of Musée de l’Hospice 
Comtesse, Lille. 

Fig.8

Fig.9
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and sides of the guitar were made of satinwood. a mis-
labelling that goes back to the use in French of the 
term citronnier (literally: lemon-tree) for satinwood. 
The unlucky terminology created some confusion in 
the past – and still does, for the various species com-
mercialised as satinwood have in fact no botanical link 
with the lemon tree.18 In our context, it is important 
to stress that this wood was not only used by Lacote 
and others in Paris, but also in the provinces. The men-
tion of satinwood merely suggests that whatever guitar 
Sagrini played in the late 1820s was likely to be French 
and of recent make.
as for the expression “gold and silver”, it is probably 
not to be taken literally, but rather a figure of speech 
enhancing the fact that the instrument was very shiny 
and amply decorated (which rather hints at a Mire-
court-made guitar). 

also, this description reinforces the idea that 
Mr. Lewis’ guitar is not one played or owned by 
Sagrini himself. We already could assume that, based 
on the fact that if Italo Sagrini had wanted not only 
to link the model, but one instrument in particular to 
his elder brother, he certainly would have found a less 
ambiguous way to do so.

 
The Fab Four

 Out of a good number of surviving guitars à la 
Sagrini I could ascertain, I want to present four in par-
ticular. They all share the specific features described 
earlier, and the first three also have in common that 
they are (presumably) anonymous Mirecourt-made 
instruments, featuring highly interesting handwrit-
ten labels. The fourth one makes an exception, for it 
is neither anonymous, nor from Mirecourt, nor bear-
ing a handwritten label. But it complements the other 
ones beautifully.

Guitar no.1 [fig. 2, 3]: 

This is the guitar belonging to Mr. Lewis which dis-
plays the label [fig. 3] that started this whole line of 
research. The instrument features not only the design 
and proportions described above, it also displays dis-
tinctive decorative elements and craftsmanship. The 
striking design of the rosette recalls remaining guitars 
built and/or sold by the Delannoy brothers in Lille: 
at least one out of the three brothers (Louis Joseph, 
augustin Joseph and Jacques François – all registered 
instrument makers and dealers) made guitars. This is 
made clear by the personal make of the remaining gui-
tars and supported by their handwritten labels, featur-
ing the year of making and individual number of each 
guitar. Guitars by Delannoy that I know stretch over 
a period going from 1819 (no. 39) to 1833 (no. 320, a 
genuine terz guitar) [fig. 9]. These numbers indicate an 
average production of c. 20 guitars per year and sug-
gest one man’s output rather than a family operation. 
a couple of these guitars (including that from 1819 
and another one from 1825) have virtually the same 
soundhole decoration as guitar no.1. But the overall 
design is not the same, and neither is the craftsman-
ship. Mr. Lewis’ guitar was certainly made in Mire-
court, possibly on behalf of the Delannoy brothers. 

Guitar no. 2 [fig. 10-12]:

This is a nonidentical twin of guitar no.1. It is virtu-
ally the same in terms of craftsmanship and design, but 
the head has a slightly different outline and the body 
is made of rosewood (instead of pommelé mahogany). 
The bridge is original and unaltered, showing how the 
bridge of guitar no.1 looked originally, before it was 
modified to accommodate a bone saddle.

What makes this second guitar quite extraordinary is 
the fact that it, too, bears an ominous handwritten 



n Front view, original handwritten label and view of the sound-
board bracing of an anonymous guitar à la Sagrini”, Mirecourt, prob-
ably 1827. Vibra-ting string length: 590 mm. Total length: 865 mm. 
Body length: 415 mm. Body widths (upper bout /waist /lower bout): 
250 /172,5 /326 mm. Private collection France. Photos: E. P. Hofmann. 

Fig.10 Fig.12

Fig.11
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label – albeit not written by Italo Sagrini – which says:

“Exposition 1827 – perfectionnés an [en?] 1828” 
[fig. 11]

again, the French phrasing is a bit off, but the mes-
sage is relatively clear: the instrument and the novelty 
it stands for have been presented to the public in 1827 
and perfected the following year. While several guitars 
were exposed at the “Exposition nationale de Paris” 
in 1827, it seems that there was no guitar à la Sagrini 
among them.19 But in that same year, there also were 
smaller expositions of industrial products in Valenci-
ennes and Douai. Unfortunately, the only available 
catalogue (which pertains to the exhibition in Douai) 
solely bears mention of a “lyre-shaped guitar” pre-
sented by a certain Blangarnon... a locksmith!20 

Remarkably, the years indicated on the label corre-
spond to the peak of Sagrini’s concert activity in the 
north of France. Incidentally or not, it was also in 1828 
that Sagrini met Napoléon Coste, who gave his con-
cert debut in Valenciennes. Both men later performed 
together.21 In any case, the label of guitar no.2 reveals 
that something about this particular model was con-
sidered novelty (although it was not patented). and 
seeing that, like most other guitars of the type, it is 
a rather inconspicuous instrument, what could that 
novelty be, if not its unusual vibrating string length 
and specific use? 

Guitar no. 3 [fig. 13,14]:

This instrument was offered for sale by a French auc-
tion house in May 2021; it displays the same overall 
design, proportions and specifics as guitars no.1 and 
2 (interestingly, all three guitars share the characteris-
tic dot pattern design of the soundhole decoration). 
also, although is was badly repaired and heavily modi-

fied, it is unmistakably Mirecourt-made (probably in 
the early 1830s). But most importantly, it carries yet 
another astonishing handwritten label: 

“Par Brevet D’invention / Lacote / Luthier Place 
Des / Victoires, N°5 / a Paris” [fig. 14]

First, let us get rid of the elephant in the room: this is 
not Lacote’s work, nor does the label go back to any 
of his doing. But the style of hand-writing, the type of 
paper and the small damages of the label which match 
the small cracks in the veneered back it is glued on, all 
seem to indicate that this label has been in place for 
a long time. Whether this was a conscious act of for-
gery or a naive attempt of certification, it makes this 
instrument the third of the type to display a handwrit-
ten label from the 19th century that associates a gui-
tar à la Sagrini with the idea of novelty – in this case 
by using the formula “par brevet d’invention” (which 
does NOT appear on Lacote’s original label). On a 
side-note: the workshop address that is indicated on 
this label was valid only until 15 april 1829.
 

Guitar no. 4 [fig. 16, 17]:

This is a guitar made by Pierre René Lacote. although 
guitar no. 3 is not his oeuvre, he was indeed one of the 
makers who adopted the guitar à la Sagrini. But his 
approach to it was ambiguous: while he took on the 
body design in a few guitars, he did not systematically 
implement the shorter vibrating string length. also, 
the soundhole position is sometimes (again, not sys-
tematically) lowered to allow 22 frets. This guitar from 
1827, sold by an auction house in England in 2017, 
features both 22 frets and a vibrating string length of 
590 mm. It is de facto a Legnani-model aND a guitar 
à la Sagrini! 

But there is more. In his book Reminiscences of Mad-



n anonymous guitar à la Sagrini, Mirecourt, 
c.1830/35 and the handwritten label glued 
on the inside of the back. Vibrating string 
length: 590  mm. Please note that while 
the label is indeed a fake, it appears not to 
have been glued inside the guitar in a recent 
past, as is revealed by the cracks of the paper 
matching those of the back exactly. The head 
and tuning machines are later replacements. 
Courtesy of Vichy Enchères, France.

Fig.13

Fig.14
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ame Sidney Pratten: Guitariste and Composer Frank Mott 
Harrison, a former pupil of Mme Pratten, relates that 
as a child prodigy, Catharina Pelzer “played on a ‘Terz’ 
guitar – a small-sized instrument”.22 as Harrison does 
not mention Sagrini a single time, it should not surprise 
that the guitar à la Sagrini does not come up either. By 
1899, he was certainly unaware of the instrument, as vir-
tually every guitar enthusiast since. But the well-known 
engraved portrait of Catherina from c.1832 shows her 
with a French guitar which, by its size and proportions, 
looks rather like a guitar à la Sagrini than like a terz gui-
tar. as does the one in the engraved portrait of her father, 
Ferdinand Pelzer. [fig. 15] 
To let the cat out of the bag: guitar no. 4 belonged to 
one Miss Harrison – a pupil of Catherina’s sister and 
duo partner, Giulia Pelzer.23

Close Colleagues and False Friends 

 
Nearly all guitars à la Sagrini appear to have been 
manufactured by makers based in Mirecourt or in the 
North of France. among the later are Michel Caye in 
Metz [fig. 22], Jean Charles Lullier in Boulogne sur 
Mer [fig. 23-27], Nicolas and Joseph Bonnel in Rouen 
(and later in Rennes) and, of course, the Delannoy 
brothers in Lille [fig. 18-21]. While most of these 
makers and dealers share some kind of connection to 
Mirecourt (because they originated from there and/
or established business relations with local makers), it 
is not the sole thing they did have in common. Their 
geographical location was very much motivated by the 
fact that the stronghold of guitar-mania was about to 
shift: after having gone back and forth between Paris 
and Vienna, by the late 1820s it became foreseeable 
that London was to become the new epicentre of the 
phenomenon. Dealers like Mangin & Francais (who 
also originated from Mirecourt) did not establish in 
Lille simply to serve the local market: just like the 
makers mentioned above, they had the English mar-
ket in mind and one foot in the nearest port.
In Mirecourt, Joseph aubry, Leopold Maurice Cabasse 
(alias “Cabasse Bernard”) [fig. 32], Charles Lété (alias 
“Lété l’ainé”) [fig. 33], François Roudhloff (alias 
“Roudhloff Mauchant”) and his nephew Dominique 
Roudhloff (alias “Roudhloff fils ainé”) [fig. 28-31] and 
others [fig. 34-35] built guitars à la Sagrini. 
To illustrate the relationship between the makers 
established in the North and those in Mirecourt, the 
example of the Roudhloff family is particularly inter-
esting. Before Dominique and his younger brother 
arnault would establish in London in 1834 (as other 
French guitar makers did before them), they knew a 
transitional period during which they had a business 
in Saint-Omer, strategically located halfway between 
Lille, the capital of the North, and Calais, the port 
closest to England. The partial shift of production n Portrait of Ferdinand Pelzer, London, c.1835. Courtesy of New 

York Public Library.

Fig.15



n Front and back views of a guitar à la Sagrini 
by Pierre René Lacote, Paris 1827. Vibrat-
ing string length: 590 mm. Please note that 
the head is a later replacement. Courtesy of 
Brompton’s auctioneers, London.

Fig.16 Fig.17



n Front and back views of a guitar à la Sagrini 
by Delannoy, Lille 1828. Vibrating string 
length: 590  mm. Contrary to other gui-
tars by Delannoy, this guitar does not dis-
play the recognisable dot design, but a plain 
and elegant black and white purfling. Cour-
tesy of Jean-Michel Renard, Bellenaves. 
Photos: E. P. Hofmann.
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n Original handwritten label (with the sequential number 155) and one-piece 
solid mahogany neck and heel of the guitar opposite. Courtesy of Jean-Michel 
Renard, Bellenaves. Photos: E. P. Hofmann.

Fig.20

Fig.21
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from Mirecourt and Paris to various towns in the north 
resonates with the fact that guitar no.1 was found in 
England.24 

In addition to those of Lacote’s guitars with a standard 
vibrating string length, there are also others which look 
very much like guitars à la Sagrini – but really aren’t. 
During the first half of the 1830s violin makers Pierre 
and Hippolyte Sylvestre for example proposed very 
special guitars (probably manufactured by Grobert). 
While the shape of their recognisable model strongly 
recalls the guitar à la Sagrini, it also features a standard 
vibrating string length and 22 frets. It therefore com-
plies with the essential requirement of the Legnani-
model. another example is an interesting guitar bear-
ing an etched label in the name of Laurent Mairesse (a 
composer and vocal teacher in Lille). While the instru-
ment matches the overall design of a guitar à la Sagrini, 
it is smaller and in fact one of the very rare French terz 
guitars (and again one certainly built in Mirecourt). 
In search of guitars à la Sagrini, there are some false 
friends to be found along the way.

Conclusion

When I first read Tito Seroni’s recommendation from 
1826 and got acquainted with Bernard Lewis’ guitar à 
la Sagrini, I was immediately reminded of those hard 
to classify guitars I refer to in the introduction above. 
It struck me that contemporary players who tune 
these instruments up to G are actually right. But then, 
those who take a more cautious approach and keep 
them tuned in E, are right too! a paradox which raises 
a question: how could a guitar which was purposely 
designed to accommodate both tunings not have had 
a proper name, at least in its day? The answer is: it 
most certainly had. We just didn’t know.
To acknowledge the existence of the guitar à la Sagrini 

does not mean to say that the innovation it repre-
sents was conclusive or even ground-breaking. Truth 
be told, in the history of the guitar, few innovations 
were. But it adds a bit of colour to the already vivid 
picture of the Romantic era guitar and makes for a 
better understanding of what is (and what is not) the 
terz guitar. and last but not least, the preservation 
of a significant number of guitars à la Sagrini also 
attests to the influence of a musician who has since 
been nearly forgotten.

n Guitar à la Sagrini by Michel Caye, Metz 1831. Courtesy of Bern-
hard Kresse, Cologne.

Fig.22
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n Front and back views of a guitar à la Sagrini 
by Jean Charles Lullier, Boulogne sur Mer, 
c.1828. Vibrating string length: c. 600 mm. 
Please note that the neck to body joint has 
been modified. Courtesy of Brompton’s auc-
tioneers, London.
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n Front view, brand mark and sound-
board bracing detail of a guitar à la 
Sagrini by Jean Charles Lullier, Bou-
logne sur Mer, c. 1830. Vibrating 
string length: 604  mm. Two inter-
esting details of Lullier’s interpre-
tation of the model is the presence 
on the soundboard of a small rein-
forcement bar right beneath the first 
string, a feature commonly associated 
with Lacote. The number of frets is 
remarkable, too , because 18 frets 
are rarely seen, be it in a standard, 
or a terz guitar. Private collection, 
France. Pictures: E.  P. Hofmann. 
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n Front and back views of a guitar à la Sagrini 
by Dominique Roudhloff (alias “Roudhloff 
fils ainé”), Mirecourt, c.1828/30. Vibrating 
string length: 600 mm. although it features 
18 frets just like the model à la Sagrini by 
Lullier [fig. 23-27], it is otherwise very dif-
ferently designed and made. Private collec-
tion, France. Pictures: E. P. Hofmann.
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n Side view and original brandmark of the guitar opposite. Please 
note that the purflings of soundboard and back made of dif-
ferent materials are an original feature that is quite common 
in guitars of the Mirecourt-School. Private collection, France. 
Pictures: E. P. Hofmann.
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n On the left: guitar à la Sagrini by Léopold 
Maurice Cabasse (alias “Cabasse Bernard”), 
Mirecourt, c. 1835. Vibrating string length: 
c. 590 mm. Courtesy of Gardiner Houlgate, 
Corsham.

n On the right: guitar à la Sagrini by Charles 
Lété (alias “Léte ainé”), Mirecourt, c. 1828. 
Vibrating string length: c. 604 mm. The 
bridge and tailpiece are of course not original. 
Courtesy of appolium.fr. 
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n Unidentified guitar à la Sagrini, 
probably Mirecourt, c.1828. Courtesy 
of Jean-Michel Renard, Bellenaves.
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